I. Introduction
Recently there has been interest in the mechanics of a perfectly conducting magnetohydrodynamic fluid where the stress O'kl, the pressure p', and the magnetic field H are given by where ~ is the mass density, B i is the magnetic induction and ~* is the specific internal energy density. Roberts [1] has obtained a stability criterion for a particular equilibrium configuration in a complex magnetic material such as a superconductor whose internal energy depends on the mean magnetic induction B in an arbitrary way. The possible relevance of this criterion to the behaviour of neutron stars is also discussed by Roberts [1] and by Muzikar&Pethick [2] . Straughan [3] developed the same criterion from a consideration of acceleration waves in this particular class of fluids. The result obtained by Roberts [1] is based on a linearized analysis whereas the discontinuity analysis of Straughan [3] and the analysis presented here make no linearity assumptions whatsoever.
In this context an acceleration wave is a propagating surface ~ across which the primitive quantities density ~, velocity V and magnetic induction B are continuous, but their space and time derivatives are potentially discontinuous. Straughan [3] showed that the propagation velocities, U, of such acceleration waves satisfy a sixth order polynomials which unexpectedly factorizes into a product of a quadratic and a quartic polynomial. Previous experience of acceleration waves eg. Lindsay & Straughan [4], [5] and Truesdell [6] would suggest that mechanical, thermal and magnetic waves might interact with each other, whereas this result of Straughan [3] would indicate that perhaps in this material there are two distinct types of discontinuities present. Straughan [3] showed that the stability criterion of Roberts [1] was just the condition that the quartic polynomial have real, positive wave speeds.
The aim of this paper is firstly to explore the significance of this factorization and thereafter to derive amplitude equations for the development of the resulting discontinuities. The work done here is based on a nonlinear analysis and the full nonlinear equations have been considered in this investigation.
A. R. Elcrat [7] investigated the propagation of acceleration waves for the perfect classical fluid model in the case where the fluid ahead of the wavefront was moving but he did not consider any special flows. The acceleration wave analysis for this model is more subtle than that of the perfect fluid. If we use a superposed dot to denote material time differentiation, the discontinuities in [12] , [/~] are themselves vectors, but for perfect fluids it often transpires that these discontinuities are in the direction of the normal, n, to ~ so that, in effect, they act just like scalar discontinuities in the sense that we need only investigate the behaviour of n. [I 7] and n. [B] . However in this case no such simplification materialises. It transpires that the quadratic polynomial gives rise to an Alfv6n wave in which density, the first derivatives of density, velocity and normal acceleration are continuous across Z but the derivatives of the magnetic field are discontinuous across ~2. Specifically the discontinuity in [B] is parallel to B x n. The quartic polynomial gives rise to a fast and slow wave and corresponds to the situation in which all primitive quantities have discontinuous derivatives.
The specific internal energy density gt* must be invariant under S.R.B.M. and this requirement leads to the simplified form ~u*= ~U(Q,B) where B = ~.
It hence follows from Eq. (1.2) that H = q B (1.4) where the magnetic susceptibility ~/= I/(~o, B) and gt are related through -B OR"
(1.5)
The case q = constant is the classical MHD wave case which has been studied in depth by Mattei [8] , Jeffrey [9], Anile et al.
[10], [11] and others and so we direct our attention to non-constant r/. In order to discuss in detail the evolutionary behaviour of the acceleration wave amplitude, it is first necessary to determine the location of the singular surface at all times t where t > 0. The general amplitude equation is of Bernoulli type except in the Alfv6n wave situation where the equation is linear. Once the position of the wavefront is known, the amplitude equation can be studied with a view to determining the behaviour of the amplitude over the surface of the acceleration wave at any particular location and time. In order to discuss the wavefront, we use a "ray" method developed by Courant & Hilbert [12] 
